
AI tech that brings the future to your amusement park

NEW EXPERIENCE 
NEW OPPORTUNITY 
The “Pomvom experience” AI tech takes 
your park to the next level - increasing 
visitor’s engagement and giving them a 
chance to enjoy their highlights, moments 
and memories – all day long!

Pomvom’s solution doesn’t only increases 
your park’s marketing efforts by giving it 
a technological edge, but also improves 
monetization and R.O.I. on each visitor with 
a variety of engaging photography tools 
from amazing stills to special point of view 
live video you couldn’t get any other way.  

Just contact us
for further information
about AIPIX™

VISITOR’S
EXPERIENCE
Simple, fast, user friendly
... and most of all great fun!

AIPIX™ helps Amusement Parks 
become smarter in the “Offline” 
world and engage better in the 
“Online” world.

Pomvom experience seamlessly, 
effortlessly and automatically 
distribute memories to park visitors 
– personally connecting them to 
the park through their visit!

Just take a 
simple selfie

Browse your 
pictures & videos 
captured during 
the wonderful day

Buy,
download or
directly share

BRANDABLE
WELCOME

SCREEN

& &
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POMVOM’S NEXT LEVEL
IMAGE RECOGNITION 
TECHNOLOGY
We capture the whole experience making 
sure your visitor never miss a single 
memory throughout the whole journey!

Common face recognition systems needs 
a clear portrait shot to properly detect the 
individual but Pomvom Experience™ is much 
more complicated and advanced.

With our specially developed artificial 
intelligence architecture, Pomvom 
Experience™ can detect the individual even if 
his eyes are closed, his face is partially blocked 
or is widely screaming.

This unique system provides real time, live 
video and stills, from the best point of view.

GET THE REAL 
TIME EXPERIENCE 
DIRECTLY TO YOUR 
SMARTPHONE!

•	 Park	visitors	conversion	rate over 20%

•	 No	capital	expenses

•	 Additional	revenue	stream

•	 Exciting	new	experience	for	park	visitors
  - Unique video capabilities 

•	 Boosting	park’s	marketing	exposure

Better	visitor’s	experience	and
great monetization opportunity while 
increasing marketing exposure for
any amusement park.

POMVOM’S

AI

ALL MEDIA
Pixels (Photos & videos)

created by stationary cameras, 
photographers, drones,

anything...
Flowing real time to
Superior AI Engine

BUSINESS
INSIGHTS

Personalised & General Insights
and data analytics including 

usages, gender, age, locations,
time and even relations

VISITOR’S
ENGAGEMENT
Very easy, very smart

and user friendly interface
which allows your visitors to

explore > buy > share
by using only their “selfie”

Dynamic Model
The model is enriched from
the transaction

Micro Cells
Unlimited number of small
recognition engines

Distributed Deployment
Global, regional, and local clusters

Multidimensional Model
Face, clothing, artifacts,
relationships, time

Neural Networks
Micro cells are connected to
cluster people

Elastic Model
Local knowledge is learned
from user’s activity
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